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Call to Order
Mayor DeYoe called the Wednesday, January 31, 2018 Plan Commission meeting to order at 7:00PM.
Pledge of Allegiance
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.
Roll Call for the Wednesday, January 31, 2018 Plan Commission meeting:
Present
Absent
Michele DeYoe, Mayor
Tim Aicher, Ald.
Dave Greenway
Dan Jashinsky
Jeff Krickhahn
Jeff Miller
Jim Reiher
David Simon
Roger Dupler, Planner
Scott Hussinger, Building Inspector
Tom Hafner, Administrator/Director of Public Works
Hearing no objections, DeYoe moved to Item 3 on the agenda at this time.
3.

Consent Agenda
Hearing no objections, the Consent Agenda was approved as presented.
a.

b.

c.
d.

e.

DELC 0798.013.001, 607 Main Street, Delafield. Owner: Nagawicka Lake Shops LLC
Applicant: Delafield Main Street Boutique, LLC. Applicant seeks approval of a Business
Plan of Operation and signage for Delafield Main Street Boutique, a clothing boutique. Hours of
Operation are 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Monday through Saturday, 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Sunday, with one full-time and 5 part-time employees.
DELC 0793.001.004, 440 Wells Street, Delafield. Owner: Wells Street LLC. Applicant:
Montage Talent, Inc. Applicant seeks approval of an amended Business Plan of Operation to
relocate to the new location within the same building.
DELC 0789.038.001, 711 Wells Street, Delafield. Owner: Hendricks Commercial Properties
LLC.. Applicant: Cameron McFarland. Applicant seeks approval of a blade sign panel.
DELC 0804.993.006, 3150 Golf Road, Delafield. Owner: Ramco-Gershenson Properties LP.
Applicant: Icon Identity Solutions Inc. Applicant seeks approval of replacement building
signage and a monument sign panel.
DELC 0789.012, 708 Genesee Street, Delafield. Owner: Melton Investments, LLC.
Applicant: Carrie Rozek. Applicant seeks approval of an Amended Business Plan of Operation
to relocate Element Style from 630 Milwaukee St. to 708 Genesee St.

DeYoe reviewed the process to be used in the Public Hearings for this meeting, noting because the public
hearings were all on interrelated matters, citizens could provide comment on all public hearings at one time if it
was easier than moving to the speaking area multiple times.
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TAX KEY/ADDRESS:
OWNER:
APPLICANT:
MATTER:

7:00PM

Change of Comprehensive Plan Land Use Designation.
DELC 0799.983, 224 Genesee Street, Delafield.
Rock River Property Holdings LLC.
The Prestwick Group
Applicant seeks to change the Land Use Designation from Agriculture to Office.
A map depicting the property for which a land use change is being requested is
on file at the office of the City Clerk and a copy may be obtained from the City
Clerk.

DeYoe opened the Public Hearing at 7:04PM.
Matt Morse and Tyler Morse, The Prestwick Group – applicants, were present. The originally proposed
plans that included a corporate campus setting comprised of office buildings, event barn and a light
manufacturing facility had changed since the last Commission meeting. The revised plans included a
corporate office building and a corporate retreat barn. Their business had changed significantly over the past
four months. The manufacturing facility had been replaced with the proposed office building for use by another
company. The building had been sized on traffic flows and was smaller than the manufacturing building.
Additional information on the specifics of the building would be presented by R.A. Smith. The property would
be kept rural and a natural buffer would be provided to the immediate neighbors. A pedestrian/bicycle path
throughout the property would remain the same in the proposed plans. The corporate retreat center would be
used by employees for team building and corporate events. The intent was to create a buffer between the
residential neighborhoods to the south. The other lots would be sold and other buildings likely constructed on
those lots in the future.
Bill Wischer, 231 S. Lapham Peak Road, expressed concern regarding the current zoning because it
provided the applicant opportunity for development without having to adhere to underlying zoning ordinances.
He questioned the long-term implications, representation and cost for the people living to the south of the
property that were now being asked to participate in the sewer expansion as a result of this project. He
opposed the rezoning of the parcel because it was in violation of the Delafield Comprehensive Plan (2010) that
included a citizen compromise to change the zoning of the parcel to B-5 zoning. Now the citizens were being
asked to change it again. With regard to Public Hearing #2, he provided a history of the property noting the
area had historically been residential and there had never been more than two businesses existing on the
entire land area being discussed in all time. It seemed the Prestwick Group would like to expand the Planned
Development District (PDD) into all parcel areas with the inclusion of an event barn which was really a rental
hall/ banquet facility to be used to generate more money for the applicant. The Staff Report explained that the
parcel was unbuildable; however, there was a house located on the current property for 60 years until it burned
down. The dental business currently in operation was a good example of what could be allowed on the parcel
with the B-5 zoning. The parcel could be converted into RE-2 lots. Several GIS photos were also provided.
Lynda Holton, 485 Lillian Court, objected to the timing of the Public Hearing because it should be held after
preliminary review of rezoning which had not been done. Three business days were given to review
supporting documentation. The magnitude of the matter provided for discussion should warrant a review with
due process before going to a public hearing and review. She objected to the wording of “office” rather than
the specific B-5 office listing verbiage. A formal protest had been filed at City Hall rejecting the proposed rezoning without being addressed. The 2010 Comprehensive Plan had taken two years to analyze and review
with the current Comprehensive Plan the result. It was supposed to provide direction to the City leaders
through 2035 and cost approximately $60,000 to complete. Updates to the zoning code and land use maps
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followed to ensure the intent of the plan was followed. Less than half way through the projected span of use
the taxpayers were being asked to change it, ignore and reverse goals. She questioned whether it made more
sense to wait until the 2020 census was provided to conduct an in-depth review of land use at that time. She
thought criteria for changing the A-1 zoning designation was required to answer the reason for doing so. In
order to amend the zoning, a petitioner had to provide ample consideration on how it would impact the
compatibility of the Comprehensive Plan and related land use goals. She noted three sentences had been
provided by the applicant that did not seem to warrant enough information to answer the required question
regarding this compatibility. No Plan goals had been provided. The Staff Report provided three goals only that
pertained to development goals with no A-1 goals cited for counter balance to the issue. Several omissions
were noted regarding natural resource designations for the parcels being discussed. None of the A-1 parcel
was within the sewer service area and was the only parcel smaller than five acres. She was concerned about
setting a precedent for other requests with B-5 zoning. Incremental zoning was a zoning tool that should
remain unacceptable. The application and information provided did not contain specifications related to the
requirements and there was a lack of facts directly linked to the information required. She cited several goals of
the Comprehensive Plan that were applicable to this proposal. The Commission should reject this proposal.
Chloe Wandschneider, 834 Mill Street, questioned why this property was proposed for rezoning. It was time
to eliminate the Conditional Land Use permits as well as rezoning and TIFs for this property. TIF districts were
originally begun to eliminate blighted areas. If the City continued to allow these types of changes to the City, it
would soon be like surrounding communities that were without good water. The wiser choice in this matter
was to honor the intent of the Comprehensive Plan with its strong language preservation of land, forestry and
sustainability. Decision making should be geared toward support of the Comprehensive Plan and not by
adjusting this plan for development. Not all development was positive. She shared several maps from the
Comprehensive Plan that depicted state lands, wetlands and her property location. She refused to sell the
land because it was crucial to the wetlands around it. If zoning were continually changed or storm sewers
placed in this area, it would negatively impact the wetlands and overall watershed. Well water came from the
wetlands and kept the wells in the area running. Other solutions were available. People had supported the
Comprehensive Plan zoning designation for this property on a promise that it would not be changed. It was
important to think what could be done with the property. The City could buy the land and turn it over to
conservancy land. It had a sewer problem and could be put into conservancy to help the watershed. Money
put in the Capital budget for the land purchase could be used to protect the life of the planet.
Laura Schult, 935 Bahr Road, was present to represent her neighbor, Linda Kircher, 946 Bahr Road, who
was not able to be attend this meeting. Kircher was a 30-year resident and wanted to protest the change in
land use. She was not in favor of a special development district and did not support any amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan. The plan represented a promise that was not to be broken. Schult protested the
change to the Comprehensive Plan land use designation. There was no compelling justification to change to
the land use plans. The developer’s statement was deficient relative to the adopted land use plan. She
requested the change to the Comprehensive Plan be rejected due to significant lack of justification.
Aaron Niezwaag, 296 South Genesee Street; lived in Delafield with his family for three years. Part of the
reason they had chosen to live in the City was due to the look and feel of the area. A manufacturing facility did
not fit in. The event barn was moving closer to the neighborhood to the south. He was concerned about an
incremental zoning change because the longitudinal boundary could result in changes that could find his
neighborhood surrounded by an office park.
Lou Jantzen; S11W329325 Timberline Circle, was present in October, 2017 and now to speak in favor of the
Prestwick Group project. It would fit beautifully into the “classiness” of the City. There were nice features
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proposed leading into a rural environment. Lots of developers would attempt to maximize the land use with a
retail shopping center, towering office buildings and asphalt. This was an opportunity that did not come around
very often. He had lived in the area for 20 years and thought it was time for this type of development in this
area. He noted, as an adjacent neighbor, there was nothing in the area but trees. The whole city would like
economic development that added to the tax base. While there were questions raised and negativity shared,
he trusted the engineers that were hired were able to answer those questions. If the answers to the questions
were not found, then the project couldn’t be done. The Prestwick Group was a first-class organization with a
moderate sized cutting and assembly plant. This plant had been removed from the proposal. If they were
rejected again, they would find another location and the next proposal might not be as nice.
Jeff Gross, 178 Laurel Court, worked in the school district and had lived in the City for 11 years. He
supported the project. The Prestwick Group could be helpful to the school district and City. It would expand
the tax base for the City. They would provide a business partner for the school distirct to host people from
other nations to showcase their materials, provide programming opportunities and support for the schools.
Personally, he thought the proposal would help the tax base because it would decrease taxes and provide
quality jobs in the area. Historically people were uncertain about the Lang buildings and those office buildings
were well done. The Prestwick Group would be well done also. Plans change over time. The City needed to
remain dynamic and keep with the times. He thought this was best for the City and wanted to make certain
that the Plan Commission considered the City as a whole, not just a vocal minority of residents.
Karen Stapleton, 926 Bahr Road, had lived in the City for 23 years. She was present to voice objection to
changing the zoning as it was put forth in this item. The Comprehensive Plan had been well developed and
considered. With regard to Public Hearing #3, an “event barn” seemed to be a “buzz” word used to allow these
types of facilities in many communities. Many communities were also fighting the concept due to zoning
issues. To allow an event barn would be to open “Pandora’s Box.” The Rustic Manor was already in existence
in the City. It wouldn’t be long before the business plan of operation for this event barn would be extended on
both ends. Residents lived close to this property and to have to listen to music all hours of day and night would
be unacceptable as a taxpayer. Residents would like to maintain solitude in this area of the City.
Nick Cera 929 Bahr Road, thanked the applicant for changing the application. He requested the Commission
represent the opposing neighbors and pass the concerns on to the applicant through recommendations. The
three public hearings on this matter seemed to confuse and obstruct the neighbors. The plans put forth in the
information for this meeting were confusing because they still had the manufacturing facility on them. The
plans proposed currently included additional concerns about major problems with water. He remained
opposed to the zoning change. The charts shared by the applicant indicated slopes that would direct water
toward his backyard. The increased square footage of office buildings and parking lots would also affect water
mitigation. Any retention pond to mitigate water flow would be next to his backyard. Two of the southerly
adjoining properties had small children and he was concerned about protection for them. No information on
water usage estimates related to the local aquifer impact had been provided. The neighborhood should be
offered well guarantees by the applicant. In addition, there was only 30 feet of space showing between the
proposed building and his backyard. The dentist’s property had maintained a 75-foot buffer of green space.
He asked that borders should be maintained at a consistent distance along the southerly property line. The
applicant should also be required to bring septic systems to the neighborhood and consider picking up the cost
of the laterals because the proposed project was the reason for bringing the system to the neighborhood. He
was opposed to the event barn and any zoning change that would allow it. There were other facilities available
for rent in the City. He questioned who would be responsible for policing the rules for such an event facility.
The noise limitation was too high and was too long. Eight hours of loud music was unreasonable. An event
barn would bring this noise even closer than the concerts he could already hear from the downtown and this
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was frustrating. A zoning change to accommodate the proposal was needed to construct a high-quality
proposal. A high-quality project could be well crafted within the boundaries of the current zoning that was
defined for all when he had purchased his home. Traffic remained a concern. He was opposed to any
additional uncontrolled traffic on Highway C and Indian Spring Drive intersection. There were no plans to
adjust or compensate for the additional traffic that would arise at the same time that school was starting or
letting out for the day. Additional infrastructure expense would be required as a result.
DeYoe closed the Public Hearing at 8:03PM.
PUBLIC HEARING #2:
TAX KEY/ADDRESS:
OWNER:
APPLICANT:
MATTER:

Rezoning from A-1 Agricultural and Residential Holding Zone district to B-5
Office and Research Commercial district.
DELC 0799.983, 224 Genesee Street, Delafield.
Rock River Property Holdings LLC.
The Prestwick Group
Applicant seeks to rezone the subject parcel to be consistent with the underlying
zoning district of the proposed Planned Development. A map depicting the
property for which a land use change is being requested is on file at the office of
the City Clerk and a copy may be obtained from the City Clerk.

DeYoe opened the Public Hearing at 8:03PM.
Gerry Holton, 485 Lillian Court, was present to speak to the Staff Report, dated January 26, 2018, found in
the epacket for this meeting. The issue of sanitary sewer service was of concern. He had contacted the DelHart staff and Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Plan Commission (SEWRPC) staff regarding sewer
expansion. Both had expressed difficulties related to costs, benefits and feasibility because of substantial
hurdles required to come south of I-94. This would be a city expense. He also noted state agencies needed to
deny approval of an extension if a sewer extension was designed to serve any areas not recommended for
sewer service. The list of ineligible areas included wetlands, steep slopes, environmentally significant lands,
etc. The western portion of the B-5 parcel and the A-1 parcel in the Prestwick Group proposal were both
identified as having steep slopes. He questioned why the sewer was being proposed in this area given the
ineligibility of the area. He requested the Commission provide discussion on this topic.
Lynda Holton, 485 Lillian Court, objected to the timing of the Public Hearing due to its prematurity. There
was not ample time given to review supporting documentation. Public Hearings were to follow review. A
formal protest petition had been filed at City Hall regarding opposition to the proposed zoning change prior to
this meeting. She objected to the Planned Development District (PDD) and conditional use zoning changes
due to sensitivity of environmental issues and lack of adherence to the underlying zoning district which did not
permit the Conditional Use. It was a mixed-use district in reality that was being labeled as an overlay district.
Mixed use districts were only allowed next to commercial districts. The A-1 parcel was not needed to build out
the B-5 parcel. The B-5 parcel was 4.3 acres making it just short of five acres. According to SEWRPC the B-5
parcel was appropriately zoned. Land with steep slope and urban/intense development would harm the A-1
neighborhood to the south. The properties to the south were not compatible with B-5 zoning. The proposed
zoning change would further blur the boundaries. A buffer was needed. Goals noted in the Comprehensive
Plan encouraged compatibility with neighborhood land uses and preservation of existing neighborhoods. In
addition, the Comprehensive Plan pointed to an existing goal ratio of 80 residential properties to 20%
commercial properties within the City. That goal was surpassed in 2008 and the zoning for the A-1 parcel was
taken into account at the time the Comprehensive Plan was approved in 2008. The proposal failed to meet the
goals and objectives in the Comprehensive Plan and there was no evidence that a 24,000 sq.ft. building could
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be built on the parcel. In addition, areas being considered were within the aquifer recharge area and had
primary and secondary environmental corridors on them. A zoning change would affect the entire area. She
questioned whether an onsite soil analysis had been conducted to determine site conditions. The A-1 parcel
was restricted to A-1 by SEWRPC. She also noted there were maps shared by the applicant that did not
provide tree identification of designated woodlands. She questioned whether applicable state agencies had
been involved in this consideration and whether the proposal met regional, state and community standards.
The request seemed subjective and was inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Code and
SEWRPC reports. This proposal was a “want” not a “need.” A list of additional goals from the Comprehensive
Plan was shared.
Laura Schult, 935 Bahr Road, explained people had been fighting over this corner property since 1969 when
a local resident battled an oil company in a landmark legal decision. The area being impacted had residents
that lived in the neighborhood for more than 20 years with many being there 50-60 years. She was opposed to
rezoning any of the A-1 lands for the reasons stated in the Comprehensive Plan. The area had been zoned
residential and should only be converted to RE-2. The property still had a well and septic system and
remnants of the previous residential property owner that for decades had been preserved as A-1 lands. The
Staff Report indicated right-of-way easements were needed in certain areas. This was the beginning of
encroachment. The statement made that the parcel was not developable as a residential use was not correct.
Past history spoke to the opposite. She protested the change of the A-1 land because it intruded on the
health, safety and wellness of the neighborhood. It should be protected as an A-1 land and connected to the
neighborhood as set forth in the Comprehensive Plan. Any change would only chip away at the longestablished neighborhood and had the potential to jeopardize all A-1 districts. She requested the Commission
think of the negative impacts and long-term implications from changing the zoning for this proposal. Schult
also provided commentary for Linda Kircher, 946 Bahr Road. Kircher did not support the rezoning from A-1
to B-5. She echoed the statements made by Schult and supported her comments regarding why the proposed
rezoning should not happen.
Jim Zahorik, 1948 West Shore Drive, owned the 10.7 acres property located at 468 Genesee Street for the
past 24 years. His greenhouses were located there along with thousands of perennials. While he sometimes
disagreed with people in the City because of different proposed developments, he was present to speak to the
water issue. Historically he had fought the concept of city-wide water for all. Historically a shallow well owner
had been impacted by a developer near the Highways 16 and 83 intersection that put in a high capacity well. It
was obvious that this proposal was located on the wrong side of the Niagara escarpment and he did not want
to be in the situation of having to buy water like the City of Waukesha. When one owned their own well, they
could control their own destiny. Holton spoke earlier in the meeting about the inadvisability of running sewer
lines south of I-94. The neighbors to the proposed development would need water. More development and
more office buildings would need water. If he was forced to dig a deeper well, it would pose iron problems that
would negatively impact his business. He remained opposed to rezoning the A-1 parcel because of the way it
would impact his family, business and neighbors. The underlying zoning was Rural Estate. This was not
needed for a five-acre parcel. Properties and acreage were all owned by Ixonia Bank in the area being
discussed and as such could be carved into appropriate subdivisions of land if that’s what was wanted. Those
residential lots would pose little demand on the water supply with private wells and septic systems. In addition,
the impact that any additional traffic would have on the interchange of Highway C and Indian Spring Drive
would be substantial. To bring sewer under the interstate would be costly. The people living south of I-94 had
never requested sewer service. The financial impact to the residents as a result of having a sewer line in the
area would also be substantial. He did not think the parcel of land being considered for the project was the
right one. When the City was involved in a project that cost more than one million dollars it was required to put
the project to a referendum. This type of situation might be needed again in the future and he did not think it
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would have enough support. He hoped that after hearing all the neighborhood concerns, the Prestwick Group
would consider another location for the proposed project.
There was no one present wishing to speak to this public hearing. DeYoe closed the Public Hearing at
8:42PM.
DeYoe recessed the meeting at 8:42PM and reconvened the meeting at 8:50PM.
PUBLIC HEARING #3:
TAX KEY/ADDRESS:

OWNER:
APPLICANT:
MATTER:

Planned Development Ordinance and Conditional Use
DELC 0799.973, 0799.983, 0799.984, 0799.984.001, 0799.984.002,
0799.984.003, 0799.984.004, 0799.984.005. 147, 150, 163, 166, Tomahawk
Trail, 740 Indian Spring Drive and 224 Genesee Street, Delafield.
Rock River Property Holdings LLC.
The Prestwick Group
Applicant seeks approval of a Planned Development Overlay District and
Conditional Use Permit to accommodate a General Development Plan for a
Planned Development. A map depicting the property for which a zoning change
is being requested is on file at the office of the City Clerk and a copy may be
obtained from the City Clerk.
Requested Planned Development proposal will allow:
1) A Corporate Office campus to be developed in two phases. Phase one
exhibits 71,000 sf office use and 6,000 sf Corporate Event Barn. Phase two
exhibits 65,000 sf office use.
2) The Corporate Event Barn will be available for indoor business and
community events from 7 A.M. to 10 P.M. Music will be limited from 12:00
P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
3) Mandatory pedestrian sidewalks will be implemented via a combination of
right-of-way and easement installation throughout the campus.
4) Mandatory vehicle parking will be satisfied by the use of land bank
designation for future installation.
5) Stormwater management and on-site detention requirements will be
dispersed throughout the site and secured in easement.

DeYoe opened the Public Hearing at 8:50PM.
Bill Wischer, 231 S. Lapham Peak Road, explained the current zoning ordinances did not support the event
barn. All neighbors agreed with the Comprehensive Plan in the past relative to the B-5 zoning and they did not
want the A-1 parcel to become part of the B-5 zoning. The event barn was really going to be a banquet facility
that would generate revenue for the applicant. He questioned how the event barn fit into the B-5 zoning. It
would cater to people seven days during the week and compete with other area event facilities. The proposed
barn was 150 feet from the property line and had doubled in size since the last Commission meeting with a
capacity of 300 people. He could already hear the bands at Lapham Peak State Park and would not like to
hear music from noon to 10 PM seven days a week. There should be no outdoor music allowed. He did not
think people would want to walk the 200 feet from the event barn and for this reason, he anticipated a parking
lot with 150 cars. He did not want this in his backyard. In addition, the Prestwick Group information supplied in
the epacket was replete with mistakes as noted in his packet of information provided.
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Carolyn Hoffman, 498 Lillian Court, had been a 26 yr resident of the City. She had collected 80 signatures
of city residents that were opposed to the rezoning of the A-1 to B-5 lands and any changes to the
Comprehensive Plan. They were opposed to the zoning precedent set and allowing industrial sprawl. She
was opposed because the development adversely affected the environment, extended the sewer service,
encouraged more intense development and disrupted the current quality and rural character enjoyed by those
currently living in Lake Country. She requested this application be delayed until independent studies and
analysis could be done on the environment based on the placement of buildings and associated costs of
infrastructure requirements. The land should be restricted to current zoning classifications. The formal petition
was submitted to the City Clerk and date stamped prior to this meeting.
Lynda Holton, 485 Lillian Court, objected to the timing of the Public Hearing because there had been no prior
discussion and review of the substantially changed plans from the applicant. This should be treated as a new
application due to the proposed zoning changes and mixed-use applications being presented. A formal
petition was on file with the City and had not yet been addressed. She was opposed to the PDD, zoning
changes and conditional use changes for the zoning. The application provided was not reasonably sensitive to
environmental concerns with the B-5 parcel and it did not follow the underlying zoning district which did not
permit conditional uses. The City Attorney had provided commentary in a letter dated November 17, 2017 on
this matter as noted in her letter attached to these minutes and the City Attorney’s advice should be followed in
this matter. The corporate event barn being proposed was equivalent to a grand ballroom banquet facility in
size. It could be anticipated that food service, retail sales and late-night entertainment venues could follow as
uses. These were incompatible uses with the residential neighborhood to the south. The use of the corporate
event barn would provide a nuisance to the quality of life, require increased oversight and police services,
impact traffic with after-hours celebrations and staffing. This type of venue belonged along the Highway 83
corridor or in another zoning district that allowed these uses. In addition, numerous requirements had not been
met with regard to criteria proposed for the Planned Development Approval process noted in the epacket for
this meeting. There were 13 items presented by the Engineer that were not addressed. Incomplete submittals
had been allowed in this matter and outdated reports provided that did not apply to the current proposal. There
would be a number of financial impacts. The information provided relative to the sewer flow was based on the
old proposal. She requested that the matter be denied because of the improper submittal of information and
lack of evidence provided.
Laura Schult, 935 Bahr Road, noted the title for Public Hearing #3 was incorrect. It should be a Planned
Development District Ordinance and Conditional Use. The two were different and could be misconstrued. She
noted there was a Conditional Use document that was to have been drafted and provided to the
Commissioners for this meeting that had not been provided. The Public Hearing was missing a crucial
document and was procedurally out of order; thus, it should be brought to a close and voided as noted in her
letter attached to the minutes for this meeting. Schult provided commentary from Linda Kircher, 946 Bahr
Road, who did not support the event barn. She had strong concerns about the noise, music and loud voices
that would result in addition to the catering services that would be provided. She did not want an incompatible
use in the neighborhood. The proposed use was not compatible with B-5 zoning.
DeYoe then read a letter of opposition to the event barn into the record for Jane Wischer, 231 S. Lapham
Peak Road and a letter of support for the Prestwick Group application in all three Public Hearings held at this
meeting as noted in the epacket from Joe DeKlotz., 601 Genesee Street.
There was no one else present wishing to speak to this public hearing. DeYoe closed the Public Hearing at
9:28PM.
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Approve Plan Commission meeting minutes of December 20, 2017 meeting.
Hearing no objections, the December 20, 2017 Plan Commission meeting minutes were approved.

2.

City of Delafield Citizen’s Comments pertaining to subjects on this agenda.
There was no one present wishing to speak at this time. DeYoe closed City of Delafield Citizen’s
Comments.

3.

Consent Agenda
This item was discussed previously in the meeting. Please see above.

4.

Unfinished Business.
a.

DELC 0798.026.003, 654 Wells Street, Delafield. Owner/Applicant: Raul Perez. Applicant
seeks approval of an amended Business Plan of Operation and Site Plan for outdoor seating at
the Lumber Inn.
PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
The applicant was not present. Information had been provided in the epacket for this item.
Dupler provided a history of the request noting the Public Works Committee had reviewed the
matter on three meeting agendas. Discussion ensued regarding the Public Works Committee
recommendation to allow the three public on-street parking stalls on the north side of Wells
Street to remain as regular, striped, public parking stalls and that outdoor seating should be
allowed to remain north of the sidewalk within the right-of-way area as long as tables and seats
were kept off of the sidewalk. Alternatives were shared with the applicant regarding making use
of other spaces on the property for additional seating. Safety was a concern in allowing seating
to remain south of the sidewalk in the right-of-way area in the outdoor seating configuration
used last year. To allow continued use of the right-of-way area would remove three parking
stalls from the downtown parking allotment all year round when outdoor seating was only able to
be utilized in certain months. Discussion ensued regarding the state requirement for
handicapped access stalls. Handicapped parking stalls should remain on the street. Reiher
noted it was important that applicants attend meetings to work with Committees and
Commissions to resolve issues of concern in moving requests forward.
AICHER MOVED TO DENY THE AMENDED BUSINESS PLAN OF OPERATION AND SITE
PLAN FOR OUTDOOR SEATING AT THE LUMBER INN FOR DELC 0798.026.003, 654
WELLS STREET, DELAFIELD. OWNER/APPLICANT: RAUL PEREZ.
JASHINSKY
SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE WAS NO FURTHER DISCUSSION. ALL WERE IN
FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED.

b.

DELC 0799.983, 224 Genesee Street, Delafield. Owner: Rock River Property Holdings
LLC. Applicant: The Prestwick Group. Applicant seeks to change the Land Use Designation
from Agriculture to Office.
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PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
Items 4b, 4c and 4d were discussed concurrently. It was noted that all appropriate procedures
had been followed with regard to submittal requirements. Timeline and materials were reviewed
by the City Attorney and City Administrator prior to this meeting. All had acted in good faith and
the applicants had worked to respond to the direction of the Commission and staff. Public
hearings were noticed appropriately with review and approval by the City Attorney to be able to
withstand legal challenges if necessary. With regard to the City’s Comprehensive Plan, the
applicant had the right and ability to petition the City to request changes and present the
appropriate justification. Requirements for doing so had been satisfied. The property being
considered for rezoning would not be allowed to be zoned residential because it did not meet
zoning ordinances requirements regarding implementation of a septic field on the site.
Achieving a designation of agricultural zoning would be difficult due to the steep, rocky, wooded
nature of the land.
Dupler noted the City Attorney requested that any action on the Conditional Use in item 4d be
reserved at this time. If the action was approved for Item 4c, approval of the Conditional Use
could be considered at the February, 2018 Plan Commission meeting. Discussion took place
regarding the use of a Planned District Development (PDD) to create a boundary around the
property. The level of control in a PDD allowed the City to create more restrictions on the future
use of the property than if the property was left with only a B-5 zoning designation. Parcels
within the PDD that were bought and sold would have the Conditional Use requirements
applicable to each parcel. Any new owner would need to return to the Plan Commission for an
amendment to the Conditional Use. Discussion ensued regarding the proposed condition of
approval that included sewer service to the residential neighborhood south of the proposed
development. Any modification to the sanitary sewer extension should extend service to the
southern municipal boundary. Implementation was not required at this time and approval would
provide time for the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Plan Commission (SEWRPC) to provide
review and commentary. Current and future landowners would then have the sewer option
available to them for use. Extension of the sewer service area would not obligate any
landowner to participate in the sewer system; however, it would provide due diligence for future
options. Capacity was not considered an issue by Del-Hart. Also, if the sewer pipe was going
to be routed beneath the interstate, it made sense to accommodate future development at this
time rather than redo the sewer project in 10-30 years. Discussion also ensued regarding
converting the A-1 zoning to B-5 zoning. The land use of the entire development was
considered homogeneous. There were benefits to the walking paths and conservation
measures that would be part of the development that would continue to preserve a rural feel. A
buffer to the south and east would assist in providing a natural separation to the neighborhood
that bordered the southerly property line.
Discussion ensued regarding the conversion of the A-1 land to B-5 zoning relative to the
SEWRPC recommendation that sewer service was prohibited in areas with steep slope. The
Common Council had the ability to grant exceptions to anything in the zoning code. If the
properties being discussed were all under one ownership; they could be redesigned to be
consistent with the City Code; however, that was not the application being presented.
Consideration of approval should include four elements as noted in the Staff Report in the
epacket for this meeting item as followed:
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1) A Corporate Office campus to be developed in two phases. Phase one exhibits 71,000 sq.
ft. office use and 6,000 sq. ft. Corporate Event Barn. Phase two exhibits 65,000 sq. ft. office
use and could only be developed once intersection of Indian Spring Drive and Genesee
Street had been reconstructed.
2) Mandatory pedestrian sidewalks will be implemented via a combination of right-of-way and
easement installation throughout the campus.
3) Mandatory vehicle parking will be satisfied by the use of land bank designation for future
installation.
4) Stormwater management and on-site detention requirements will be dispersed throughout
the site and secured in easement.
Additional discussion took place regarding whether phase two development should be
predicated on the installation of a sewer district and intersection redevelopment. Safety shelves
would need to be incorporated into the stormwater plan and maintenance agreements. A
conservation easement would need to be included as a consistent buffer along the entire south
lot line to separate the neighborhood from the development. A formula would be needed to
provide landscape density for trees within the buffer. The orientation of buildings should be
redone to remove the building and parking lot from the proximity to the adjoining property line.
Discussion also ensued regarding a sunset clause that could be included in the approval if the
property remained without action for more than 24 months. All changes to the Comprehensive
Plan could be made contingent upon a sewer extension. The consideration of the event barn
would take place after any approvals to the land use, zoning designation changes and Planned
Development District ordinance by the Common Council.
AICHER MOVED TO CHANGE THE LAND USE DESIGNATION FROM AGRICULTURE TO
OFFICE FOR DELC 0799.983, 224 GENESEE STREET, DELAFIELD. OWNER: ROCK RIVER
PROPERTY HOLDINGS LLC. APPLICANT: THE PRESTWICK GROUP, BASED ON THE
HOMOGENOUS USE OF THE LAND DEVELOPMENT AND BENEFITS OF THE ENTIRE
PROPOSAL WITH THE WALKING PATHS AND CONSERVATION, ETC., CONTINGENT
UPON GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN APPROVAL OF THE SAME AND EXTENSION OF
THE SANITARY SEWER SERVICE AREA AS PRESENTED IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS
MEETING AND TO RECOMMEND TO THE COMMON COUNCIL THE SAME. SIMON
SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE WAS NO FURTHER DISCUSSION. ALL WERE IN
FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED.
c.

DELC 0799.983, 224 Genesee Street, Delafield. Owner: Rock River Property Holdings
LLC. Applicant: The Prestwick Group. Applicant seeks to rezone the subject parcel from A-1
to B-5, consistent with the underlying zoning district of the proposed Planned Development.
PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
AICHER MOVED TO APPROVE REZONING THE SUBJECT PARCEL FROM A-1 TO B-5,
CONSISTENT WITH THE UNDERLYING ZONING DISTRICT OF THE PROPOSED PLANNED
DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENT UPON GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN APPROVAL OF
THE SAME AND THE EXTENSION OF THE SANITARY SEWER SERVICE AREA AS
PRESENTED IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING AND TO RECOMMEND TO THE
COMMON COUNCIL THE SAME. SIMON SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE WAS NO
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FURTHER DISCUSSION. SIX WERE IN FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED WITH KRICKHAHN
VOTING NAY.
d.

DELC 0799.973, 0799.983, 0799.984, 0799.984.001, 0799.984.002, 0799.984.003,
0799.984.004, 0799.984.005. 147, 150, 163, 166, Tomahawk Trail, 740 Indian Spring Drive
and 224 Genesee Street, Delafield. Applicant seeks approval of a Planned Development
Overlay District and Conditional Use Permit to accommodate a General Development Plan for a
Planned Development.
PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
AICHER MOVED TO APPROVE A PLANNED DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY DISTRICT
ORDINANCE TO ACCOMMODATE A GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR A PLANNED
DEVELOPMENT FOR DELC 0799.973, 0799.983, 0799.984, 0799.984.001, 0799.984.002,
0799.984.003, 0799.984.004, 0799.984.005. 147, 150, 163, 166, TOMAHAWK TRAIL, 740
INDIAN SPRING DRIVE AND 224 GENESEE STREET, DELAFIELD INCLUDING:
1) A CORPORATE OFFICE CAMPUS TO BE DEVELOPED IN TWO PHASES. PHASE ONE
WOULD EXHIBIT 77,000 SQ. FT. OF OFFICE USE. PHASE TWO WOULD EXHIBIT
65,000 SQ. FT. OF OFFICE USE AND COULD ONLY BE DEVELOPED ONCE THE
INTERSECTION OF INDIAN SPRING DRIVE AND HIGHWAY C/GENESEE STREET HAD
BEEN RECONSTRUCTED.
2) MANDATORY PEDESTRIAN SIDEWALKS WOULD BE IMPLEMENTED VIA A
COMBINATION OF RIGHT-OF-WAY AND EASEMENT INSTALLATION THROUGHOUT
THE CAMPUS.
3) MANDATORY VEHICLE PARKING WOULD BE SATISFIED BY THE USE OF LAND
BANK DESIGNATION FOR FUTURE INSTALLATION.
4) STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AND ON-SITE DETENTION REQUIREMENTS WILL BE
DISPERSED THROUGHOUT THE SITE AND SECURED IN EASEMENT.
5) A 100 FOOT BUFFER STRIP SHOULD BE PLACED ACROSS THE SOUTH AND EAST
PROPERTY LINES WHERE NO BUILDINGS OR PARKING SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED,
CONTINGENT UPON EXTENSION OF THE SANITARY SEWER SERVICE AREA AS
PRESENTED IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING AND TO RECOMMEND TO THE
COMMON COUNCIL THE SAME. SIMON SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE WAS NO
FURTHER DISCUSSION. SIX WERE IN FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED WITH KRICKHAHN
VOTING NAY.

5.

New Business - None.

6.

Zoning and Ordinance Revision – None.

7.

Reports of City Officials:
a.
Clerk
1.
Plan Commission Meeting Dates & Deadlines
Plan Commission Meeting – February 28, 2018
Submittal Deadline – February 13, 2018
Public Hearing Deadline – January 29, 2018
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b.

7:00PM

Correspondence
a.
Letter from Town of Merton re: Resolution Amending Town’s Comprehensive
Plan.

Planner.
The Comprehensive Plan would be updated in 2018 in a series of meetings throughout the year.

c.

Building Inspector.
There was one commercial and one residential occupancy permit this month.

8.

Adjournment
There was no further business; therefore, the Wednesday, January 31, 2018 Plan Commission meeting
adjourned at 10:45PM.

Minutes Prepared By:
Accurate Business Communications, Inc.

